
MARKET MACHINATIONS  
Friday 12th October 2018    

STORE 

 Numbers and quality declined further this week though prices were higher.  
 Cattle were drawn from the usual areas in the Maranoa / Warrego and northwest.  
 Steers under 280kgs were firm to 10c dearer selling to 324c and ranged from 250 to 

300c. 
 Steers from 280 to 400kgs were 5-6c stronger topping at 301c, most from 260 to 294c. 
 Feeders from 400 to 550kgs were 6c dearer to average 279c and top at 295c. 
 Heifers under 280kgs were 8-15c dearer reaching 274c selling from 200 to 256c. 
 Heifers from 280 to 450kg were 10 -15c higher and ranged from 230 to a top of 275c. 
 Processors paid to 258c for the most suitable kill cows, which ranged from 210 to 250c. 
 Boner and store cows sold from 150 to 202c depending upon quality. 
 Cows and calves ranged from $750 to $1040 per unit in a larger offering. 

PRIME  

 Numbers fell to 511 head in a yarding again dominated by females.  
 All the usual processors were in attendance and operating in market that was dearer for most 

descriptions with steers and bullocks on offer in numbers insufficient to quote.  
 Heavy export weight heifers sold to 259c with all the heifers selling from 230-251c to be 10-14c 

stronger.  
 Heavy 4 score cows made to 249c (sold by K & K Rule) most from 220-240c, a lift of 10-15c. 
 Medium weight and 3 score cows ranged from 190-235c, and topped at 240c to be 10-15c dearer.  
 Boner and lightweight cows sold from 140-193c. 
 Bulls sold to 257c to be firm in a very plain offering.  
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THE WEEK AHEAD  
 

Scattered falls of rain across the eastern seaboard has breathed life back into the store cattle market. 
Lightweight weaners found more takers in Roma this week with values lifting by 10-20c, and more in places. 
Feeder cattle were already moving higher before we saw some rain due to the lack of suitable cattle, and this 
trend strengthened to see feeder cattle 5-10c stronger on Tuesday. Processors are also showing some 
nervousness about supply going forward with an increased appetite for kill cattle. The Australian dollar has 
wobbled about this week helping to keep Aussie exports competitive and processors in the black. Demand for 
the large supplies of US beef remains strong on both the world stage and in their huge domestic market. As the 
US beef industry heads into its seasonal decline the weather in the main feedlot areas will play a larger role, 
with any poor seasonal conditions adversely affecting feed conversion will also directly impact carcase weight, 
and therefore overall supply. As Australia's northern producers move into the more favorable months for wet 
weather let's hope that the early storms are a precursor to a better wet season to come! 
 
 

ROMA STORE SALE 16th OCTOBER 2018 
 300 Angus /Angus X Mixed Sex Weaners, 200-230kgs EU Accredited. 

 

Contact Duncan McLeod, Phone 0428 225 727 
 

AGENTS 

Duncan McLeod 0428 225 727    Cameron Adcock 0428 988 252 
Chris Todd 0407 405 813     Seamus Filan 0428 462 312     

 Wayne Scriven 0447 976 097 
 

**MAA FOR DATAMARS NLIS TAGS **  
 
 

EYCI:  498.0 Up 6.25      30-DAY SOI:  -5.57 Up 4.28    AUD $: US $:  0.7117 Up 0.0053                                                
Source: MLA< USDA and other commercially available information. Disclaimer: MAA shall not be responsible for any loss, damage or expense, which may be sustained by any reader of this report due to neglect, omission, delay or failure on the part of MAA in its report on market 

conditions. Although every care has been taken in compiling the report, it is stressed that its content is an opinion only and not be taken as any more than that. 

 
CATEGORY 

LIVEWEIGHT HSCW 
PRICE 
RANGE 

LWT Eq. MOVEMENT 

 
Trade Feeder Steers 

300-400kg n/a n/a 260 - 280c NC 

Trade Feeder Heifers 300-400kg n/a n/a 240 - 270c NC 

Heavy Feeders 350-500kg n/a n/a 260 - 270c 
 

NC 

 
Angus Feeders 380-520kg n/a n/a 315 – 345c         NC 

0 – 2T (MSA) 530-730kg 240-340kg 500 - 520c 272 - 283c 
 

+10 
 

4 – 8T 550-730kg 300-420kg 470 - 505c  256 - 275c 
 

+10 
 

Cows 440-475kg 200-300kg 385 - 430c 180 - 206c 
 

+15 
 


